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A secure multicast protocol for the internet’s
multicast backbone

By Wen-Her Yang, Kai-Wei Fan and Shiuh-Pyng ShiehŁ

In this paper we propose a secure and efficient multicast protocol where
the key management is distributed to local groups. The proposed protocol
takes advantage of MBone topology to maintain scalability and efficiency
at the same time. Copyright  2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

Introduction

I n recent years, the Internet has seen an
increase in the number of new applications
that rely on multicast transmission. Multi-

cast is a technology that conserves bandwidth in
point-to-multipoint transmission. With the devel-
opment of Mbone technology, an Internet-wide
virtual network for point-to-multipoint transmis-
sion, group communication becomes possible Net-
Meeting, NetShow and many other applications for
group communications are available on the Inter-
net. The Internet’s Multicast Backbone (Mbone) is
the small subset of Internet routers and hosts that
are interconnected and are capable of forwarding
IP multicast traffic. The MBone constructs a virtual
network that is divided into sub-networks called
islands. The islands are connected by multicast-
capable routers via virtual point-to-point links
called ‘tunnels’. The tunnels enable multicast traffic
to pass through the non-multicast-capable parts of
the Internet. Multicast packets sent to a local island
are captured by a local Multicast router (MRouter),
then the MRouter encapsulates these packets in IP-
over-IP format and unicasts to other MRouters in
remote islands via tunnels. The remote MRouters

then strip the encapsulated packets and multicast
to their local islands.

Since the Internet is an open environment, mul-
ticast messages may be eavesdropped easily. In
order to prevent intruders from cracking group
communications, a secure multicast environment
must be provided. Confidential data have to
be encrypted before transmission and only legal
group members can acquire communication con-
tents. The basic requirement is that all group
members need to know the common group key that
is used to encrypt communication data. Then the
main problem is how to distribute secret informa-
tion or a common key to the members distributed
across the Internet and a secure key-establishment
process is required. Key-establishment schemes
can be classified into two categories: one is key
agreement and the other is key distribution. Key
agreement allows all members to determine the
common key securely and collaboratively. The
Diffie–Hellman key exchange1 is an example of key
agreement techniques for two parties. Key distribu-
tion is simpler, it only needs someone to select the
common key and securely distribute it to others.
There are two kinds of key distribution: centralized
and decentralized. Centralized schemes usually
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require a trusted third party to be a key distribu-
tion center (KDC), while decentralized schemes do
not need it and are usually public key based.

Many related schemes2 – 5 for establishing secure
group communications have been proposed. How-
ever, these schemes either are designed for fixed
tree structures or high-cost key-renewing oper-
ations. In 1993, Rolf Oppliger6,7 proposed the
DiRK (Distributed registration and key distribu-
tion) scheme in which participant registration and
key distribution is performed in a decentralized
way. However, the key-renewing process of DiRK
is not efficient because all group members are
involved. Another key distribution scheme is Scal-
able Multicast Key Distribution (SMKD) defined
in RFC-1949,8 which provides a scalable solution
to multicast key distribution. Since all group mem-
bers are involved, the scheme incurs the high cost
of a key-renewing operation. Thomas Hardjono
and Brad Cain9 also proposed a group key man-
agement scheme for N-to-N Multicast. Though
they stated that their proposed scheme is practical
on Mbone and has better scalability, the cost of
the key-renewing operation is still high.10 Wong
et al.10 proposed a hierarchy of keys for secure
group communications. With the key hierarchy,
the key-renewing messages can be reduced. How-
ever, the key-renewing process is very complicated
and a dedicated server is still needed. Group mem-
bers have to perform many decryption operations
when members join or leave. Sun and Shieh11 pro-
posed another scheme in which users only need to
store one subgroup key. Since group hierarchy and
members’ relations are fixed upon the creation of
the group, the scheme is only suitable for a fixed
tree structure, such as a shared delivery tree where
group membership and the topology of the group
will not change. Therefore, the scheme cannot be
employed on Mbone directly.

In this paper, a scalable and secure multicast pro-
tocol that is suitable for MBone is proposed. The
proposed protocol takes advantage of the network
topology of MBone to make it more efficient on
key management and distribution. In our protocol,
group members are divided into local subgroups.
Each subgroup belongs to an island that is physi-
cally a subnetwork on MBone. When users join or
leave a group, the key-renewing process will be
confined to a local group. That is, only members
in the same subgroup need to renew the subgroup
key, where joining or leaving operations occur.

The characteristic of MBone networks makes our
protocol more efficient and scalable, since the key-
renewing process can be localized and simplified.
Our protocol contains two modes that can easily
adapt to different group communication environ-
ments to get better performance. This paper is
organized as follows. In the next section a scalable
secure multicast protocol is proposed. The third
section discusses the operation modes of the pro-
posed protocol to adapt to different group commu-
nication behaviors. Then, security analysis and per-
formance evaluation will be provided in the fourth
section. Finally, the fifth section gives a conclusion.

T he characteristic of MBone topology
is considered as an important factor

in designing an efficient protocol that can
satisfy data confidentiality as well as lower
computation and communication overhead.

Scalable Secure Multicast
Protocol

In this section a scalable and secure multicast
protocol suitable for MBone is proposed. The char-
acteristic of MBone topology is considered as an
important factor in designing an efficient protocol
that can satisfy data confidentiality as well as lower
computation and communication overhead. The
proposed protocol employs a distributed method
to achieve key management and distribution with-
out the participation of a key distribution center.
In our protocol, the key-renewing process is con-
fined to local islands when users join and leave.
This feature results in the low cost of the key-
renewing operation. In general, a secure multicast
protocol is divided into four phases; key manage-
ment, group creation, member join and member
departure. We will present the proposed protocol
in the four phases in detail. For convenience, the
notation listed in Table 1 is used to describe the
proposed protocol.

—Key Management—

In MBone networks the multicast topology
can be divided into backbone and leaf islands.
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Notation Description

mij Member j in subgroup Gi

Gi Subgroup(subnetwork)
i, Gi D fmi1, mi2, mi3, . . .g

G Multicast group,
G D fG1, G2, G3, . . .g

MRi MRouter in subgroup Gi

S Secret information
Kgi Subgroup key of Gi

KE Message encryption key
fMgKE Encryption of message

M with KE

Table 1. Notation definitions

All leaf islands are interconnected by MRouters.
While transmitting multicast packets to remote
islands, MRouters deliver packets through the
tunnels between adjacent MRouters. Since MBone
is divided into islands physically, an island is
considered as a subgroup in the multicast group.
In our protocol, only group members can derive
the group common key, and only subgroup
members know the secret key of the subgroup
to which they belong. Although MRouters are

responsible for routing multicast packets, it is more
desirable that MRouters have no knowledge of the
communication contents. Figure 1 is an example of
a multicast group topology on MBone. We assume
that there are m subgroups �G1, G2, . . . , Gm� in
the multicast group, and each MRouter MRi is
responsible for a subgroup Gi.

Key generation— To establish a secure multi-
cast session, several group parameters should be
set up. They are described as follows:

1. The group creator (session holder) computes a
large integer n D pÐq, and ϕ�n� D �p�1��q�1�.
Here p and q are large prime numbers that
satisfy the RSA assumption12, and n should
be published.

2. The group creator chooses a random number
as the secret information S, which should be
kept privately, and generates a shared key KMR

distributed to all joined MRouters securely.
3. For each subgroup Gi, a pair of ei and di is

generated such that ei Ð di mod ϕ�n� D 1. Here
ei and di are only known by the group creator
as well as MRouter MRi.

4. Each subgroup member in island Gi obtains
the subgroup key Kgi D Sei mod n securely
from the group creator.

Figure 1. The multicast topology
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Note that MRouter MRi only knows n and di, he has
no idea about the secret information S and ϕ�n�.
Consequently, MRouter MRi cannot derive the
subgroup key Kgi to acquire the message contents.

Message encryption and transmission—
After the group parameters have been set up, users
can start the secure multicast session. Suppose
a member mi1 in subgroup Gi wants to securely
multicast a message M; the following steps are
performed:

1. The sender chooses a random number r and
computes KE D Kr

gi
D Seir mod n as the

message-encryption key.
2. After generating the encryption key KE, the

sender encrypts the message M with KE and
sends the message fr, fMgKEg as a multicast
packet.

3. Upon receipt of the multicast packet fr, fMg
KEg, MRouter MRi first computes fei Ð rg and
encrypts it with KMR, then routes the modified
packet ffei Ð rgKMR, fMgKEg to other MRouters
in remote islands.

4. As to each remote MRouter MRj received
the multicast packet ffei Ð rgKMR, fMgKEg, he
will simply route the packet to neighboring
MRouters, and simultaneously decrypt fei Ð

rgKMR to modify the packet as fdj Ðei Ðr, fMgKEg,
then multicast the modified packet to his local
island.

Message decryption— When members receive
the multicast packet from mi1, they must derive
the message-encryption key KE to decrypt it. The
decryption procedure is as follows:

1. Members in the same subgroup Gi as the
sender mi1 will receive the packet fr, fMgKEg.
Since they share the same subgroup key
Kgi with mi1, they can derive the message
encryption key KE D Kr

gi
D Seir mod n to

decrypt fMgKE directly.
2. Members in other subgroup Gj will receive

the packet fdj Ð ei Ð r, fMgKEg from their local
MRouter MRj. Similarly, they can derive
KE D K

djeir
gj D Seidjeir D Seir mod n to decrypt

the packet.

Figure 2 is an example of message multicasting in
the proposed scheme. The sender mll in subgroup
Gl multicasts a message M and the encryption key
is Kr

g1
mod n. Members in subgroup Gl can derive

the encryption key from r and the subgroup key Kgl

to decrypt fMgKE. The MRouter MRi modifies the
received packet to ffel Ð rgKMR, fMgKEg and routes it
to remote islands. Upon receipt of the packet, MR2

Figure 2. The process of message multicasting
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re-routes it to MR3. MR2 and MR3 then modify the
packet to fd2 Ð el Ð r, fMgKEg and fd3 Ð el Ð r, fMgKEg
respectively, and multicast it to their own islands.
The members in those islands can derive the
encryption key from their own subgroup key Kg2

and Kg3, and decrypt the packet to obtain M. Note
that in the proposed scheme, group members only
need know their own subgroup key, hence the key
management is confined to local groups.

—Group Creation—

Before group members can start to communicate
on MBone, a multicast group must be created.
As mentioned in the previous subsection, the
group creator (or session holder) first generates
the modulo n, ϕ�n�, secret information S and the
key pair �ei, di� for his local MRouters MRi. He then
selects an unused multicast address and notifies
MRi that he wants to use it as the multicast group
address. Here the key pair �ei, di� is delivered to
MRi via a secure channel at the same time. Upon
receipt of MRi’s reply, the group creator computes
the subgroup key Kgi D Sei mod n and announces
that the multicast group is created.

—Member Join—

During the group session it is possible that a
occasionally user requests to join the group. In
order to communicate with others securely, the
joining user has to acquire the subgroup key. If the
joining user is not the first member in the island,
the subgroup key must be renewed to prevent him
from acquiring any information about the past
communication contents. The joining process is as
follows:

1. When a user wants to join the group, he sends
the joining request to the local MRouter MRj,
then MRj forwards the request to the group
creator.

2. If the user is allowed to join the group, the
group creator generates a new key pair �ej

0, dj
0�

such that ej
0 Ðdj

0 mod ϕ�n� D 1. After computing
the new subgroup key Kgj

0 D Sei 0 mod n, the
group creator then sends �ej

0, dj
0� to MRj and

Kgj
0 to the joining user respectively via secure

channels.

3. If the joining user is not the first member in
the island, MRj should replace the old key
pair �ej, dj� with the new one �ej

0, dj
0�. Besides,

the MRouter MRj will notify other members
to renew the subgroup key by multicasting
fej

0 Ð djg to the local island.
4. Upon receipt of the key-renewing message

fe0
j Ð djg, the joined members in the local island

compute the new subgroup key K
e
0
i di

gi D Se
0
i

mod n. Then all subgroup members share a
new subgroup key Kgj

0.

Note that the joining process only occurs in the
local island, members in other islands are not aware
of the joining process and need to do nothing. This
property significantly reduces the overhead of the
key-renewing operation.

—Member Departure—

When a group member wants to leave the secure
multicast group, we should make sure that the
leaving member cannot acquire any information
about the future communication contents. Thus the
subgroup key has to be renewed when members
leave. The leaving process is as follows:

1. If member mij wants to leave the group, he
sends the leaving request to the local MRouter
MRj, then MRj forwards the request to the
group creator.

2. Upon receipt of the leaving request, the group
creator generates a new key pair �e0

j, d0
j� such

that e0
j Ð d0

j mod ϕ�n� D 1, then sends the new
key pair to MRi securely.

3. Upon receipt of the new key pair �e0
j, d0

i�, MRj

computes fe0
i Ð djg and distributes it to all

the remaining members as the key-renewing
message. There are many ways to distribute
secret information to others. Here, we will
not discuss the detail of the key distribution
procedure. In the worst and simplest case,
MRj can just unicast the secret information to
all the remaining members in the local island
through secure channels, or we can adapt
the key distribution methods proposed in
reference.13 After receiving the key-renewing
message fe0

j Ð djg, the remaining members will
compute K0

g D Ke0d
g D Se0 mod n as the new

subgroup key.
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Like the joining process, the leaving process only
occurs in the local island, and the other members in
remote islands will not be involved. Since the user
joining and leaving processes are both confined to a
local group, the cost of the key-renewing operation
will be reduced significantly.

Protocol Operation Modes
In the previous section we presented a secure

multicast protocol that is scalable and efficient
in the key-renewing operation. To ensure forward
and backward privacy, the encryption key is newly
generated for each message transmission in the
proposed protocol. This strategy may incur a little
computation overhead in key generation. In fact,
it is not necessary to regenerate a new encryption
key for each message transmission if the group
membership is unchanged. For example, in an
extreme case, the group membership is static. All
members can always use the same encryption
key for all the message transmissions, since it is
not necessary to consider the issue of forward
and backward privacy. Thus the performance can
be improved if we accommodate the proposed
protocol to different group behaviors. The basic
idea is to reduce the frequency of encryption key
generation.

We divide the proposed protocol into two
operation modes. One is static mode and the
other is dynamic mode. In static mode, all group
members use a common encryption key for
message transmissions, such that the cost of
encryption key generation is eliminated. When
a group is created, it operates in static mode
initially. The common encryption key can be
generated by the member who submits the first
message. Group members who received the first
encrypted message fr, fMgKEg as mentioned in the
previous section, compute the decryption key KE

and store it as well as the value r for future use.
When the next message fr0, fMgKEg is received, the
members check if r0 is identical to the value r
stored. If it is true, they can use the key KE for the
previous message to decrypt this message directly.
Similarly, the members can use KE as the common
encryption key for the messages they want to
send. Therefore, both senders and receivers need
not regenerate the message-encryption keys. Since
the encryption key is not renewed, the proposed

protocol operates in this mode when the group
membership is unchanged. If members join or
leave, all the other members notice the change
of membership and switch into dynamic mode.
In dynamic mode, all members follow the scenario
described in the previous section to perform secure
group communications. That is, every member will
generate a new encryption key for each message
transmission. If no member joins or leaves for a
period of time, the group switches into static mode
again. The protocol will operate in static mode
when the membership of a group tends to remain
stable. Consequently, the computation overhead of
encryption key generation is significantly reduced.

Security Analysis and
Performance Evaluation

In this section we will show our protocol is
secure and only legal group members can obtain
communication contents. First, an outsider, even a
departed member, cannot decode both the current
subgroup key of an island and the message-
encryption key, since the secret information Kgj D
Sei mod n is securely distributed to all group
members. Although a departed member has the
old subgroup key, he is unable to know the value S
and ei to derive the current subgroup key Kgj D Sei

mod n. As to the message-encryption key, the
departed member cannot compute KE D Seir mod
n from knowing only the random number r. In
the proposed protocol, MRouters are responsible
for routing secure multicast packets and renewing
subgroup keys, but they do not belong to the secure
group and are not allowed to know communication
contents. The MRouter MRi in charge of subgroup
Gi only knows the key pair �ei, di� and n. Thus MRi

is unable to derive the subgroup key Kgj D Sei mod
n without the knowledge of secret information S.

Now, we consider if the subgroup keys or
message-encryption keys are compromised by
common attacks. The first attack is substitution.
An attacker may substitute one or more messages
sent by others. In this protocol, the attacker may
substitute some parts of the key-renewing mes-
sages. We did not describe the detail of distributing
key-renewing messages earlier. Nevertheless, the
substitution can be easily detected by applying
the sender’s signature to the key-renewing mes-
sage. The other attack is replay. An attacker may
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impersonate the MRouter or the group creator to
send key-renewing messages. Since we can apply
a signature and a nonce to each key-renewing mes-
sage, the replayed key-renewing message will be
detected by receivers. Thus the replay attack can
be easily prevented.

T he proposed protocol employs a dis-
tributed way to achieve key management

and make multicast communications more
efficient.

The proposed protocol employs a distributed
way to achieve key management and make mul-
ticast communications more efficient. Here, we
will compare our protocol with other schemes.
The comparison is made by our protocol with
the schemes proposed by Hardjono and Cain9 and
Wong98 et al.10 We use SMP to represent our secure
multicast protocol, and the schemes in Wong et al.
and Hardjono and Cain are denoted by SGC and
GKM respectively. For convenience, the notation
in Table 2 is used. The compared result is listed in
Table 3.

There are some fields that have two values
in the SMP and GKM schemes. That is because
when users join or leave, the joining or leaving

N Number of group members
Ni Number of group members in

subgroup Gj

M Number of subgroups
h The height of the key tree
d The maximum edges of a node in the

key tree

Table 2. The notations

operations only happen in one subgroup. The
members in other subgroups will not be aware
of the operation. The first value is the cost in
non-operating subgroups, and the second is the
cost in the operating subgroup. We can see that
our protocol has better performance than SGC and
GKM schemes in general.

Conclusion
In this paper we proposed a secure multicast

protocol, in which a key distribution scheme
suitable for MBone networks is employed. The
MRouter of each island on MBone aids subgroup
members to renew the subgroup key. When
joining or leaving events occur, all key-renewing
operations are confined to local islands and only
local group members have to participate in the

SMP SGC GKM
Star Tree Complete

Total number of keys M N C 1 d/�d � 1�ŁN 2N � 1 M C 1
Number of keys per user 2 2 h 2N�1 2
Computation cost of a joining user 1 1 h � 1 2N 2
Computation cost of non-requesting

0,1 1 d/�d � 1� 1 1,2
user in joining operation
Computation cost of non-requesting

0,1 1 d/�d � 1� 0 1,2
user in leaving operation
Computation cost of server Global 1 2�h � 1� M

2 2NC1

in joining operation Local 0,2 1,2
Computation cost of server Global 0 M

N � 1 d�h � 1� 0
in leaving operation Local 0, Ni � 1 1,Ni � 1

Table 3. Comparisons with other schemes
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key-renewing process. This property reduces the
cost of key-renewing operations significantly, and
scalability of the proposed protocol is achieved.
In addition, the privacy of confidential data is
guaranteed. Only group members can derive
the contents of transmitted messages. Outsiders,
even the MRouters responsible for routing secure
multicast traffic have no idea of communication
contents. For better performance the proposed
protocol is divided into two operation modes, static
and dynamic. With accommodation for different
group behaviors, the computation overhead of
encryption key generation is significantly reduced.
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